Happy Birthday shout out goes to:

Caroline W., Joseph C., Adam F.

Up coming events

- Fathers Day Sunday June 17th
- Fish Fry at the fire station in Heltonville IN on the third Saturday of the end of the month.

With summer upon us we all need to remember to wear sun block, hats and all the good fun stuff that we need to do to keep us safe from the sun. Have plenty of water if going to be outside for long periods of time. One tip that might come in handy for you is to carry a rag in a bag of cold water (try to keep the water cold) then when you get hot you can cool yourself down.

Employment had their picnic in May. Some of their pictures are added to this newsletter.

The she class schedule for the month
Spotlight

Interviewed by: Kelly and Destiny  Typed by: Vicki

SPOTLIGHT

Brandy

Brandy has been with stonebelt for 24 years. Before coming to Larc and becoming a Lifelong Learning supervisor she worked at the Elliot house as the weekend Associate Manager. Brandy was asked what she liked and didn’t like about her job. She said that she liked all the people and didn’t like to make change. Before working at Stonebelt Brandy worked at Toby’s Donut Shop. She has 3 kids and 2 dogs, and cats. In her free time Brandy likes spending time family and relaxing. Her dream vacation would be to go to Hawaii and her favorite color is pink. She has one brother Jesse. I ask Brandy if she had lived in any other state or country and she has lived in New York.
Recipe and Quote of the month

Recipe
Picked by:
Typed By: Haley

Lemon Basil Halibut

4 6oz halibut steaks
1t. paprika
½ c. low-fat margarine
1T. fresh basil, finely minced
1T. lemon juice
1T. green onion, finely minced
Nonfat cooking spray

Lightly coat the grill with cooking spray and preheat for 5 minutes. Place the steaks in the grill and sprinkle with the paprika. Grill for 6-8 minutes or until the fish flakes easily.

In a small bowl, blend the margarine, basil, lemon juice and green onion. To serve, arrange each steak on a plate and top with generous spoonful of the lemon-basil butter.

Serves 4

Quote
Written By: Anonymous
Typed By: Haley

The next time you're faced with something unexpected, unwanted and uncertain, consider that it just may be a gift.
Pete

Pete is a story about the famous Cincinnati Reds 1st baseman. I first started watching Pete Rose when I was 10 years old. When I was 12 I got the Pete Rose rookie baseball card that I keep in storage. When I was 30 I got to see the Reds play the St. Louis Cardinals, the Reds won 5-2.

A Bad Wreck

Once when I was in kindergarten; it was raining really hard; my mom was taking me to my Aunts house when she drove around a curve she lost control of the car due to wet roads and hit a tree. I was not wearing a seatbelt so I was knocked out. My mom told me that I hit the steering wheel or the dashboard she was not sure. I had a fractured skull and was bleeding out of my right ear. My mom took me to an older mans house and laid me on the steps. The older guy didn't even have a phone; so my mom ran next door to call for an ambulance. The older gentleman put me on the floor for a few minutes because I was crying. My friend's mom picked up my mom so she was not in the rain; so she could call for an ambulance then when I was in Riley Hospital I woke up. My mom asked me what I wanted and I said a doll like Jamie had she brought me books to read, coloring books and paper dolls. The next day I got to go home!
Review
Written and typed by: Tommy

My Trip to Nashville IN.
It all started when I was having me a bad week. But when I got to the library. My mom had me a idea that I was going to Brown County which it is in Nashville IN. Then on that was a surprise for me then I have me so exited for me that changed my week so good for a change. My mom was doing a good idea for me. We had like steak and eat pizza and we had then we had us some problem’s with the cabin it had like the TV but my mom and my daddy Jim with my video game then so we had to go to Best Buy and Target and Walmart then we had us a idea of us going to Walmart so then we were looking around the game area we have us a Video Game HDMI Cord we have us a plan for me we use it for me when they watch TV I can play game for me then we have us a change for me then we go to the town of Nashville IN then we have had us a change for me then we have us going to the people of a area for me then we have us a idea of us going there.

My Life at 10th ST. Stonebelt
Everybody at 10th street has a different day by day to do list Like some people go on like outing or they go to class like cooking class like we made flatbread and we have a class called Bouncing Back Group which is a therapy class then we have us like lunch here at Larc. We have us like some day’s like during down time we watch the news then we have us like a day when we have us like some day’s like when it goes slow then we have us a like a day when we go to the gym we have us like singers come from IU then we have us like news stories then on my first day I went to there for my first time we have us a tour of the building I have meet a good person he is the Lifelong learning person in charge we have meet a good person name Eric F. he was really nice then the was a person that was so sweet her name was Beth B. and the staff were really nice they have a really good staff people they were really nice. We had a question for Eric F. so we went to the Nathan was sure Tommy we can do it like 3pm to 3:30. Then we think about me going to see if the people can see if they will pick me up at 4pm and we have had us a waiting time.
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The employment crew at their picnic.
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The working crew

Johnny and Becky have some friend time.

Crystal and Sam playing a game of cornhole. I wonder who won.

Jessie, Brandon and Michael at the picnic.